Abstract-Several recent designs show that the phase lockedloops (PLLs) are well suited for building true random number generators (TRNG) in logic devices and especially in FPGAs, in which PLLs are physically isolated from the rest of the device. However, the setup of the PLL configuration for the PLL-based TRNG is a challenging task. Indeed, the designer has to take into account physical constraints of the hardwired block, when trying to achieve required performance (bit rate) and security (entropy rate per bit). In this paper, we introduce a method aimed at choosing PLL parameters (e.g. input frequency, multiplication and division factors of the PLL) that satisfy hardware constraints, while achieving the highest possible bit rate or entropy rate according to application requirements. The proposed method is fast enough to produce all possible configurations in a short time.
I. INTRODUCTION
Random number generators represent cryptographic primitives that are crucial in most cryptographic applications. They are used to generate confidential cryptographic keys, initialization vectors, nonces or even random masks in side channel attack countermeasures. Knowing that the security of cryptographic constructions relies on the secrecy of the key [1] , random numbers used in cryptographic schemes are required to be of excellent statistical quality while being completely unpredictable. This can be achieved in true random number generators (TRNGs), in which the unpredictability is guaranteed by some physical random phenomena.
Modern cryptographic systems are usually implemented in logic devices and contain mostly some oscillator-based TRNG using random jitter of generated clock signals as a source of randomness. In FPGAs, free-running oscillators are implemented in logic area, while PLLs are hardwired in a physically isolated zone, in which the impact of processes running in the logic area is significantly reduced. This is considered to be the main advantage of implementation of PLL-TRNG in FPGAs. Its simple and comprehensive design based on the use of one [2] , [3] , [4] or two PLLs [5] and availability of the stochastic model [6] represent other important advantages. Last but not least, the use of PLL ensures good stability and repeatability of results in different devices in time, and in large range of temperatures and power supply voltages.
The main difficulty in the PLL-TRNG design is related to the choice of appropriate PLL configurations from a large design space. The chosen configuration should ensure required entropy rate and sufficient output bit rate. Among restricted amount of possible configurations that meet frequency ranges of individual PLL blocks (we call them feasible configurations), only few ensure required entropy and output bit rate to achieve security and performance requirements (we call them suitable configurations).
Authors of a recent survey [7] achieved relatively weak results in the PLL-TRNG design: the entropy rate was mostly insufficient and the output bit rate was quite low. The same team then optimized the design of the generator using a genetic algorithm (GA) [8] . The authors claimed that they significantly reduced the design time and enhanced both entropy rate and bit rate at generator output.
However, since the genetic algorithm finds only the locally optimal solution, which depends on starting values of parameters of the GA selected randomly, it was never sure that the found solution is the best one. Another disadvantage of the use of the GA was that it had limited number of possible input parameters and it was therefore suitable only for the PLL-TRNG using just one PLL.
In this paper, we propose another method which produces all usable configurations of a PLL-based TRNG. We opted for the generation of an exhaustive list of configurations instead of trying to find the best one because the notion of the best configuration is application dependent.
Our contribution:
• We propose and verify efficiency of the new algorithm finding all suitable configurations of a PLL-based TRNG.
• We show that the new method can find configurations for TRNGs based either on one or two PLLs.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the principle of the PLL-based TRNG, and explain the problem to be solved. In Section III, we describe the proposed method aimed at finding suitable configurations of the PLLbased TRNG. In Section IV, we present obtained results and compare them with those provided by the GA. We conclude the paper in Section V.
II. GENERAL PRINCIPLE OF THE PLL-BASED TRNG
The PLL-based TRNG is based on a coherent sampling principle: a clock signal clk 1 is sampled using another clock signal clk 0 in a D flip-flop (D-FF). Clock signals clk 1 and clk 0 can be generated in one [2] or two [5] PLLs as presented in Fig. 1 a) and b), respectively. Thanks to the use of PLLs, frequencies of clk 1 and clk 0 are mutually related:
where K M and K D are integer values representing frequency multiplication and division factors, which depend on PLL configuration(s). Note that we do not consider the fractional mode of PLL operation, in which multiplication and division factors can obtain real values, since signals generated in this mode can feature a deterministic jitter caused by the operation of the Delta sigma modulator [9] , [10] .
Consequently, for the one-PLL-TRNG from Fig. 1 a) ,
In the case of two-PLL TRNG from Fig. 1 b) , TRNG multiplication and division factors are defined as follows:
The use of two PLLs has two advantages: 1) it makes the PLL-TRNG design more flexible by making the practical ranges of K M and K D much larger and consequently, by increasing ranges of bit and entropy rates that can be attained; 2) it reduces significantly autocorrelation between output bits. The higher price of this solution can be reduced in most of cases by sharing PLL0 with other system blocks. The output signal of the D-FF from Fig. 1 features pseudorandom pattern with a period
This pattern is removed by XOR-ing K D samples in the decimator, which follows the sampler D-FF [2] . The decimator output then represents the pattern-free random output of the PLL-TRNG.
The bit rate of the PLL-TRNG is defined as follows [2] :
The entropy rate per bit at generator output depends on parameters of the jitter and on parameters of the generator, which are characterized by its sensitivity to the jitter [7] :
The objective of the designer is to set up parameters of the PLL(s) in order to obtain (depending on application requirements) sufficient entropy and bit rate at generator output. When setting up parameters of the PLL, the designer must fulfill hardware requirements of the hardwired PLL circuitry, which will be discussed in the following section.
A. General Structure of the PLL and Its Configuration
The general structure of the PLL is depicted in Fig. 2 . The PLL blocks are usually hardwired and the designer can configure the PLL by setting up directly or indirectly (e.g. by selecting the targeted output frequency) programmable dividers N, M, P V CO , C, while strictly respecting relationships between individual blocks, and namely permitted ranges of their input/output frequencies and permitted ranges of programmable dividers, which are specified in the technical documentation of the PLL block. Namely, the output frequency f P F D of the phase-frequency detector depends on the input frequency as follows:
the VCO frequency is:
and the output frequency is:
The use of the PLL ensures a rational relation between frequencies of the input and output signals. More precisely, we have:
where:
In the case of PLL-based TRNGs from Fig. 1 .b), frequencies f 0 and f 1 are related in the following way:
and
Note that if only one PLL is used, N 0 = M 0 = C 0 = 1 in Equations (12) and (13). For this reason, we will next consider only the general case in which two PLLs are used.
B. Problem to Solve
The problem we address in this paper can be split into two steps:
1) finding all the feasible configurations of PLLs that fulfill hardware constraints given in their technical documentation, 2) among these feasible configurations, finding suitable configurations that satisfy performance and/or security criteria of the targeted application (e.g. entropy rate specified in AIS-31 recommendations [11] ). The first step is to find, for each i ∈ {0, 1}, the values of M i , N i , C i satisfying Equations (6) to (13), that are constrained by the following inequalities: Once the configurations that are feasible in selected hardware are found, the designer needs to filter out those, which do not attain required entropy rate and/or sufficient output bit rate depending on application objectives and constraints, according to Equations (4) and (5) .
The stochastic model of the PLL-based TRNGs [6] can be used to provide thresholds for these parameters, which are necessary to obtain suitable configurations out of all feasible configurations. III. RESEARCH OF PLL-TRNG CONFIGURATIONS As explained in the previous section, we proceed in two steps: the search for all feasible PLL configurations is followed by the search for configurations giving acceptable results.
To find all feasible configurations, the first naive idea could be to perform an exhaustive search on the PLL design space and to save configurations that satisfy hardware constraints (Inequalities (14) to (19)). Due to the number of possible configurations, it is not reasonable to process this way, since the algorithm running time could reach several years.
The proposed improvement of the optimization algorithm consists in a sequential search of all values of M i , N i and C i that lead to feasible configurations of the two PLLs.
Indeed, from Equation (6), we can see that for the given value f ref , N i is the only variable for which the value has to be found. Also, from Equations (6) and (7) 
A. Research of All Feasible PLL Configurations
We first set a value for f ref between f refmin and f refmax defined in Table I . Then, for each value of P V COi , we proceed as follows: 1) From Equation (6) ,
Inequalities (15) and (17), we can write:
where
Note that N maxi − N mini N max − N min , showing that the range for searching N i is reduced.
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2 (6) and (7), we can write: 
3) Inequality (24) provides a smaller set of possible values of M i , for some a priori chosen value of N i . For chosen values of N i and M i , Equations (6) and (8) give
Knowing that all values are given except for f outi which ranges from f outmin to f outmax , it follows:
Thanks to Inequalities (20), (24) and (27) we are guaranteed to obtain only feasible configurations and all of them in a reasonable amount of time (several hours instead of years).
This search process can be improved in the context of PLLbased TRNG.
B. Research of Suitable PLL Configurations
A feasible configuration for a PLL-based TRNG is any one found according to the process described in section III-A. Moreover, in the PLL-based TRNG [2] , K D must be odd and co-prime with K M . Even though the coprimality of K M and K D has to be checked by the Euclidean algorithm (gcd(K M , K D ) = 1), it is possible to skip the parity test of K D . Indeed, K D ought to be odd, and from Equation (13), this implies that M 0 , N 1 and C 1 should all be odd. Values of M 0 , N 1 and C 1 can then be looked for by a step of 2, starting with the smallest odd number in each range. This consideration reduces by a factor of 2, for each of these parameters, the number of values that have to be checked, and it thus speeds up the algorithm.
Furthermore, for security reasons, the sensitivity to the jitter must be sufficiently high. For performance reasons, we want the output bit rate to be as high as possible. Then, using application requirements and Equations (4) and (5) 
Using Equations (12) and (13), it follows:
We can thus define smaller upper bounds C max0 , C max1 to C 0 and C 1 , respectively, by:
These new considerations reduce significantly the number of possible configurations of both PLLs. We thus have a smaller subset among all the feasible configurations suitable for the PLL-based TRNGs implemented in the selected FPGA family.
The whole search process is resumed in Algorithm 1.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Implementation Results
To evaluate the speed and efficiency of the search process, according to hardware limitations specified by manufacturers, we implemented our algorithm in C language. The algorithm takes only two inputs: the reference frequency f ref and the FPGA family, for which we want to generate configurations.
We ran the algorithm on an HP Compaq 6005 Pro MT PC AMD Athlon TM II X2 B24 Processor. When fed with a reference frequency of 125 MHz (we selected the same reference frequency for all families in order to get comparable results), our algorithm found all the usable configurations in less than 10 seconds for each of the above mentioned FPGA families.
We decided to generate all the usable configurations, instead of trying to find the best configuration, because we wanted to provide a general tool that designers can use to generate a suitable PLL-TRNG configuration. Indeed, the notion of best configuration is closely dependent on the target application.
According to the application the TRNG is designed for, parameters that have to be optimized may change. For example, when the generator is expected to achieve a fair level of security with the highest output bit rate, the optimization process will search for the highest output bit rate which guarantees a suitable security level that reaches the requirements. However, for a high level security application, the optimization process would be finding configurations that ensures the highest entropy, regardless or not the output bit rate.
for all P V CO1 in Pvco vals do 8: for N 1 = N min1 to N max1 by 2 do 9: compute M min1 from Eq. (25) 10: compute M max1 from Eq. (26) 11: for N 0 = N min0 to N max0 do 12: compute M min0 from Eq. (25) 13:
compute M max0 from Eq. (26) 15:
compute C min0 from Eq. (28) 17:
compute C min1 from Eq. (28) 19:
compute C max0 from Eq. (32) 21:
compute C max1 from Eq. (33) 22:
compute K D from Eq. (13) 24:
compute K M from Eq. (12) 26:
compute f 0 and f 1 from Eq. (8) 28:
compute R from Eq. (4) 29:
compute S from Eq. (5) 30: The timing analysis of our PLL-TRNG design showed the maximum supported clock frequency of around 250 MHz on all three tested FPGA families. This frequency is the limiting frequency of the logic resources in our design. To comply with these limits, we decreased the PLL maximum output frequency from manufacturers' limit to 250 MHz in order to exclude the PLL configurations to fast for our circuitry.
The minimum value of sensitivity to jitter can be determined from the required entropy rate using stochastic model presented in [6] . For the Shannon entropy rate required by AIS31 [11] (H 1 =0.997), the minimum sensitivity to jitter obtained from the model must be higher than 0.09 ps −1 . So we limited our search to configurations satisfying this security condition.
The search returned 188 suitable configurations out of 389 853 (0.048%) feasible ones for Intel Cyclone V, 8 out of 89 025 (0.0089%) for Xilinx Spartan-6, and 9 976 out of 2 339 412 (0.426%) for SmartFusion R 2. The number of configurations satisfying security conditions is smaller than 1 % of the total number of feasible configurations (even with the additional output frequency constraint mentioned above) for every FPGA family tested, so the manual search is nearly impossible. Table II presents three representative configurations for each FPGA family: the one with the best bit rate R, best sensitivity S, and best product R · S. While for Cyclone V and Spartan-6 families we could select three different configurations depending on optimization criteria, one configuration (out of seven) in SmartFusion R 2 was the best regarding all of them. To validate the quality of the chosen configurations, we ran the AIS31 statistical test suite on output bit sequences of the TRNG with given configurations. Since the sensitivity limit was chosen according to the stochastic model, it is not surprising that outputs of all the configurations passed the statistical tests.
B. Comparison of Found One-PLL Configurations with Results of the GA
In order to compare our method with the one based on the genetic algorithm, we implemented a version of our algorithm which uses only one PLL. For each of the three FPGA families, we ran this algorithm with the reference frequency recorded in [8, As could be expected, the proposed algorithm found all the configurations provided by the GA. However, as can be seen in Table III , it also found better configurations ensuring higher output bit rate or jitter sensitivity. It thus gives the designer a very efficient tool to find the best configuration, which fulfills hardware constraints and satisfies high security requirements in the given true random number generation context.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have introduced a method for generating all suitable PLL-TRNG configurations out of all feasible PLL configurations in a TRNG design based on one or two PLLs. This solves the problem of finding configurations of a PLL-TRNG in a most efficient way and also in the case, in which the published genetic algorithm could not be applied because of high number of variables. We also showed that in the case of a one-PLL-TRNG, the algorithm finds all configurations found by the genetic algorithm, but also configurations providing higher output bit rate or jitter sensitivity, than the previous ones.
Furthermore, contrary to the genetic algorithm approach, our method is fast enough to generate all suitable configurations within seconds for both one-PLL and two-PLL designs. This approach guarantees the global optimality of found results as all feasible configurations are obtained and all suitable configurations are selected from them according to specific constraints of the application. Last but not least, a stochastic model can be used to set a minimum threshold for the sensitivity in order to guarantee a sufficient entropy rate at the TRNG output. This threshold has been taken as a constraint and has been used to get suitable PLL configurations (less than 1 % of all feasible configurations) that fulfill this important security requirement. The designer can then sort the configurations in order of their preference while still satisfying the given security level, knowing that for some security levels sufficient bit rate may not exist.
